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RITA LETENDRE & KOSSO ELOUL
by Elizabeth Barr
Research Elaine Sills

Above: Rita Letendre, a
leading exponent of the col
orist movement, paints in her
two storey studio/coach
house. Right: Kosso Eloul
holds one of his smaller pieces
in front of a photograph of
"Time 73 "-his huge alumi
num sculpture that rises with
monumental force from the

ground of Kingston's lakefront.
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LETENDRE & ELOUL
This is the home of two people who
know and enjoy their own strength.
Rita Letendre is a painter who covers
canvas with dynamic plays of line and
color, and her husband, Kosso Eloul,
creates sculpture of monumental
scale and emotional force. Together,
they took an old house and hewed
from it an environment where their
bold, individual visions are reconciled.

The building that they found in Toron
to's Cabbagetown had been a proud
family home in the days of Queen Vic
toria, but in the intervening years had
degenerated into a 13 unit rooming
house-the sort of establishment

where the plumbing pipes were held
together by masking tape. However,
through the accumulated clutter of
generations of flop-house decorating,
the artists could detect the bones of

what was a very large and generously
proportioned house. With its adjacent
coach house and lofty 12' ceilings, it
offered them just the sort of space
they needed for two studios and the
display of their work. The basic struc
ture was strong (no mean considera
tion for Kosso who works with granite,
marble, and steel) and a beguiling
amount of original architectural detail
remained intact. Add to this Rita and

Large-scaled art work and fur
niture is complemented by the
living room's tall ceilings and
16" baseboards. A few spot
lights create dramatic night
lighting in sitting area, left and
above, while reading and work
is reserved for adjacent den
space, shown at top.
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Kosso's energy, and the profound en
joyment they both derive from building
and working with their hands, and
there was the perfect meeting of reno
vators and renovatee.

With architect Irving Grossman, they
evolved a set of plans that were al
tered and amended until they came to
be considered more "art in progress"
than blueprints. A year of holidays and

. weekends was spent working on the
house with their children and students

from the Ontario College of Art. Eight
een layers of paint were scraped from
the living room floor, wood trim was
meticulously finished, moulded ceilings
repaired, walls were patched or
moved around, and the house grad
ually emerged as their own.

The finished house is entered through
a front foyer, where stained glass
doors introduce the large, liberated
space of the living area. These origi
nal doors had been identical to those

shown in the photograph of the dining
room, but when broken panels were
replaced by matching stained glass of
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Rita's design they took on the appear
ance of a translucent mural.

A sense of spaciousness, and a clear
line of vision to the artwork was

achieved in this area by the eliming
tion of a narrow hallway. In the place
of a steep, wall-clinging staircase, a
soaring angled structure was de
signed by an engineer, who reinforced
its cascade of steps with steel plates.

In the main sitting areas, sofas that
Rita built from pine boards flank an
original carved marble fireplace. Her
paintings invest the room with a
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glowing warmth that is complemented

by the cool strength of Kosso's sculp
ture. In fact, the coffee table is an 800

lb. piece that had been intended by
Kosso to stand ve(tically. At one end
of the main area, a den space is set
apart for reading and listening to mu
sic. Here, again, Rita made the furni
ture.

For all that there has been a clean

sweep through the house, there are
constant, solid references to the past.
The large pine table in the dining room
was made by Rita from the memory of
one that her grandfather had owned,
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The kitchen, below, looks
through open window to solar
ium. Rita built butcher block
niche and open slot for gar
bage into the pine work station.

The solarium offers sliding
doors from its sitting area
to the courtyard. Jaffa, the
family doberman, takes a nap
in the breakfast area, oppo
site.
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long ago in Quebec. It adds a sense
of living tradition, all the more
effective for being set off by two
striking paintings that almost cover

- the side walls.

From the dining room there are two
open doorways to the new solarium
a glass and cedar pa,vilion with sitting
and breakfast areas, sliding doors to
the courtyard, and masses of cacti
and prize-winning orchids. The envi
ronment here is carefully and subtly
controlled. Bamboo shades temper
sunlight, a ceiling fan circulates air,
and water is pumped through, and
cascades over, a wooden wall sculp
ture that adds the 40% to 80% hu

midity needed for growing orchids.
The breakfast area of the solarium
can be entered from the kitchen-a

space as functional as an engine
room, but infinitely homier. It is here
that Rita and Kosso launch their many
dinner parties. The fact that they can
actually enjoy entertaining as many as
100 guests for a buffet dinner is
largely the result of the well thought
out convenience of this room. Shelves

are open and utensils hang from a
wrought iron fixture near the work ta
ble. For Rita, who claims to "work like
a tornado when I'm cooking," every
thing is easily spotted and reached.

The second floor is devoted to gallery
and storage space, a den, and Kos
so's office. Above it, on the third floor,
Rita and Kosso have created a mas
ter bedroom suite that is alive with the
delicate contrast of o.rchids and cacti.

From their private roof-top deck, they
have a direct view of a very public
work-Rita's supersized exterior wall
mural on a downtown highrise.

From the top to the bottom of the
house, all space is fully thought-out
and used. Bold wall graphics lead
down to Kosso's studio-a room he

shares in winter with a large tank of
goldfish. In the summer these live in a
pond set into the courtyard that joins
the main house to Rita's studio. This

was once a two storey coach-house
until designer Harvey Cowan adapted
its lofty spaces to accommodate a
large painting area, lit by a 14' sky
light.
Rita and Kosso have left an indelible

impression on this house. In its open
ness and informality, and in the variety
of its simple, rich spaces, there is
more than an incidental reflection of

owners who have a strong sense of
essentials and their own personal di
rection.D




